
        Appleton Mill Farm 

        YO62 6TG 

        01751-417537 

Dear Sir:        June 4th  2019 

 CL162 Appleton Spaunton Common Protection Association 

 Applications: NYM/2018/0787/FL &  NYM/2018/0791/FL 

 I am responding on behalf of the Association to the amended application of which we 
have just been informed.  The amendment does not alter our fundamental objection to this type 
of  recreational development on Appleton Common. 

We wish to stress that we see this as a critical moment for the future of Appleton Common, 
particularly that part of it subject to the reclamation Master Plan .  The fact that common land is a 
material consideration in dealing with a planning application is consistently underplayed in officer 
documents, and gets simply merged with standard National Park policies. 

 Turning to the current applications, it is no secret that the applicant wishes to develop this 
part of the Common commercially, the more intense the better.  The present applications have been 
well crafted by his consultants to neutralize the effect of the National Park’s excellent and visionary 
2003 Landscape Master Plan. The applications have the effect of inserting a small jemmy in the door 
for future development and so negating the Authority’s original intentions. 

 The view of the Association is that Spaunton Quarry should be fully restored in accordance 
with the 2003 Landscape Master plan . It was an excellent plan: it preserved the interests of the 
Commoners and graziers: it preserved the social, cultural, and heritage identity of  the Common: it 
was in accord with, and promoted the purposes for which the National Park was set up: and above 
all it expressed a serious vision for rewilding this new landscape and returning it to nature.  The 
reclamation should have been completed in December 2007. 

 When the applicant got permission for a huge extension to the mineral workings in 2003 and 
works began he accepted the landscape plan, which included demolition of redundant buildings. 
There has been a reprehensible history of  delay and excuse to circumvent both the Master Plan and  
the contractual  legal obligations. The present applications are yet another attempt to abort and 
circumvent the agreed scheme. 

 We beg the Committee to stick with the vision so admirably set out by the National Park in 
2003, and incorporated in a legally binding contract, and refuse the applications, and also enforce 
against the applicant’s long history of non compliance. The community has a right to expect that the 
Authority will honour its legal agreements.   

 Our understanding is that the finance to complete this most important part of the agreed 
landscape  reclamation, in the southern quarter of the old quarry,  is held on account by Cemex, the 
mineral operators. Consequently the work can be completed as soon as the applicant is prepared to 
fulfil his obligations to the National Park, the commoners, and the local community. 

 We feel that no planning application should be considered, unless and until, the landscape 
master plan has been completed in accordance with the conditions and the legal agreement which 
the applicant signed up to. The present applications should be treated,  inter alia, as premature .   



The Authority accepts that Common land is a material consideration in a planning 
application. The planning report pays lip service to this but fails to deal with what this means in 
practice, or what the implications are.  The report focuses only on landscape considerations. It is 
almost blind to the social and community importance of our common land heritage;  it significantly 
fails to appreciate the value of this to the wider public as a heritage and recreational asset. The 
application effectively removes 2.4 acres from the historic 12th century common and further 
fractures its historic identity.  The Authority should rather be cherishing and nurturing this National 
Park asset, not treating it as just another few acres in the Park. 

Three additional matters appear to be clouding your officer’s thoughts. 

1. The applicant intends to seek major boundary changes to our 12th century common. This 
will have to be considered by the Secretary of State. However at present it is irrelevant 
and should not divert us. 

2. The Park, in very confused circumstances, approved 5 cabins circa 2007.  This cannot be 
activated without the approval of the Secretary of State, which has not been given, and 
so should not be treated as a precedent or an excuse for further development. 

3. Page 6 of Planning Report (Main Issues) states that a small caravan site would not 
compromise the Common land.  But of course it would.  It would change the feel and 
character by the presence of caravans and movement of  caravans, the noise and activity 
associated with it.  It would alter the historic identity and record. This is fundamentally 
contrary to the obvious intentions of the Authority’s own Master Plan.  

We would ask that the application be refused along the following lines: 

1. The application is premature since the landscape Master restoration plan required by 
planning condition, and by legal agreement,  to be completed by December 2007, has not 
been complied with. 

2. The application is premature since the applicant intends to submit to the Secretary of State  
extensive proposals for the alteration of the 12th century boundaries of Appleton Common,  
until such time as any alterations have been agreed. 

3. The application involves the loss of some 2.4 acres of Common Land, which should be 
available for grazing and for access to the public for open access recreational purposes. 

4. The application is contrary to the intentions of the Authority in establishing the Landscape 
Master Plan as guiding the policy of this valley for natural regeneration, grazing, rewilding, 
and for open access public recreation in support of the fundamental purposes of the 
National Park. 

5. The downslope river valleys through the Tabular Hills in this part of the National Park 
provide a natural landscape of exceptional beauty and inter connected ecologically 
significant woodland, flora, and wildlife habitat. The development would adversely affect the 
natural and ecological character to the detriment of the wider public interest. 

6. The economic case for caravan development is not sufficient in this case to overcome the 
economic case for the development of this valley for grazing, for public open access, and for 
regeneration and rewilding. 

7. The introduction of cabins and a caravan site would alter the character and ambiance of the 
southern access to the Common land by reason of all the activities, movement, and noise 
associated with such leisure development, which would be contrary to the spirit and 
intention of the Master Plan, and to the public’s enjoyment of the restored natural 
environment of Catterbeck valley. 



We fervently hope that the Authority will revert to the admirable principles as set out in the 2003 
decision, legal agreement, and landscape conditions, refuse this application, and expedite their 
enforcement proceedings. 

 Yours sincerely 

Jonathan Allison    

Chairman of the CL162 Appleton Spaunton Common Protection Association 

PS:  attached is : 

Our note on ‘Why Spaunton Manor and Common is particularly special’: 

A plan which shows the common land with those parts that were lost during the war years. 
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